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SUMMARY.

°This report describes a Re-liability and Maintainability (R&M)
Model developed td facilitate the performance of design vs. cost -
trade-offs within the systems -acquisition.process. It can provide
timely visibility to relationships betWeen system design and support
requirements and a means of using them_ to avoid unnecessarily high
system operaon and maintenance cost. _'Stand -alone operation
permits the user to assess potential impacts of design-reliability-
factors'on system support factors and operational availaOility.
However, the R&M Model., was also designed to funCtion as part of a
Modeling system..which includee training.requiremerils analysis
model and a system cost moLdel...Joint operation provides, the capability
of translating the design impact assessments into estimates of the
consequent cost of system Operation and maintenance and,.ultimately.
that of performing deSign vsZ, cost trade-offs.

.15

The R& Model operates in conjunction with a computerized
data bank eontaining.historical reliability and maintenance data
gathered from operational systems. This data .is made relevant'
new systems by factoring the historical data on the basis of system/
subsystem comparability analyses.. Inputs to thR&M model' include: .

the.frequency of mainteriancations by subsystem and line replace- .

able unit (LRU) for ,both airdraft and support equipment' (SE); and 'data
concerning the task..eventS within each maintenance action such as
type, prjobability of occurrence, time to com-plete, manpower type.
and -skill requirements, and SE requirements. The-model-uses,thesg/
inputs to compute the manhour resources, SE, and spares consumed,
by task" event, to. satisfy the maintenance requirements of each sub-
syst-eth and itS'I_,RUs for both fli,ghtline and shop actions. Outputs are
displayed ill matrix format.

Capable of extremely rapid operation, the R. &,11/1 Model affords
. the user a; powerful tool for answering a multitlide oi*.nw-hat if"
questio-nsmCon-Orning the implications of. system design on support.-
requirements. Its speed facilitates iterative application and should
promote trade'-off analyses-early in-the.'design procesg when'tost)
avoidance actions :air rhOst,effective.` This- operational speed stems
froth the fact tIat, unlike simulation models sometimes used in this
type of analysis; the R&M model-does not attempt to account for peak
loads," satuRations, queues, or other nonlinear constraints that exist
in the actual maintenance envirorith4n,t. Rather, this an average value
model which uses estimates of maintenance task and equipment R&M.
faCtor values to compute the average expected values for resource

6 .67
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______requirements. Additiorially, .a figure of-merit concept is 1-xl,ployed to .

aggregafe:the detailed data outputs and generate structured data
products which allow comparisons.to be .made and high resource
Consumers to be identified on either an Lit ti, subsystem, or system
basi.. An example of such a figure of merit is maintenance manliours ,

,..per 1000 flight hours. .

. ,.. .
.

- Apart from its ability.
to ,facilitate sensitivity ,and tradp-off_

analyses, the-i&M Model can aid the user indetermInirig.the most
acceptable means of avoiding undesirable potential impacts which it
has identified. By comparing alternative cause and result situations,
trade -off analyse can be employed in a more inyestigative manner.-__
This lentails-an iterative .model application to determine the diffeZ-ential
effects: on projected support resource requirefnents obtainable by,
changing combinations of R&M parameters.-An example of such a

-. trade -off might'bethe cost.to achieve an increased subsystem. _,

reliability versus- that to obtain a reduced flightlinetroubleshooting
. time.,The user can determine .the various combinations of reliability

improvement and reduced flightline troubleshooting time to achieve a._,./
.. sge'cified red Lion in suppOrt resource requirements for that sub-

sySterh. These valuies would be inputted to. training and cost-portions
of °the modeling sy tem to assist ,in lava uating alternatiYes on a total
'cost of ownership aSis. -c/ . __,

. , ../ '
,,-

'3'' The-initial aPplicatiOn of ttie R&M Model is directed- at the
't termination of the potential impacts of the Digital Avionics ' ,

nforthation System "(DAIS) on'system,suppdrt i*sonnel requirements-
.. apd life .cycle cosy. Results will be contained:irisa-iater fechfiical

w
' .

.---

report_ within trie seriesiof whiCh this iS a member. The Model is,'
however, applicable in he development of-almost any new kystem as .

well as -the evaluation cf\existing systems..,
, .i.;'''
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PREFACE
L

This two volume report describes the DAIS Reliability and
Maintainability Model. This volume describes the model and its
development. Volume II 'is a ,usert s guide to its operation and -

potential use. The report is one of a series of teehnical reports,
models, and data banks produCed under contract no. F33615-75-C-
5218; "DAIS Life Cycle Costing Study. " This study, in conjunctiOn
with present Air Force capabilities, is to provide the means to
assess the life cycle cost- impact of the operational implementation
ofYthe Digital AvionicS Information System. (DAIS).

This, research effort was directed by the Advanced Systems
Division Air Force Human. Resources Laboratory, Wright-Patterson .

Air Force .BaSe, Ohio" and is documented under Work Unit <20510001,,
"DAIS. Life Cycle Costing St dy. " It was performed under Air Force,'
Avionics Laboratory program le. t-nt, 63243F, "Dtital Avionics
Information System'', Prbject 2051. Project 2051, "Impact of the, DAIS'.
on Life Cycle Costs", is jointly sp ored by the Air Force Human-
Resour-ces Laboratory Air -,-Force Avio s. Laboratory;., and th'e-'5'ir
Force Logistics Command. Contract funds. ere provided -by' the Air
Force Avionics Laboratory. The DAIS Program Manage.r. is Lt.. Col:,
Robert A. ;Dessert. The .Air Force Hum-an Resources Laboratork7!
k'roject Scientist is Mr.- H. Anthony Baran., The Air Force Logistics
Command PrOject Officer j.s Captain Ronald Hahn.. The latter two, -ate
DAIS Deputy birectors. The Contractor Program Manager John
Goclowski. `%.

4
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DIGITAL, AVIONICS INFORMATIONe SYSTEM (DAIS):
RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY MODEL

INTRODUCTION

ti The work described in this report iS- part oa larger effort
called-the Digital Avionics'Information System (DAIS) Life Cycle Cost
(LCC) Study. Life cycle (.17.--7ts are omprised of acquiSition and
ownership *(operation an hosts.Osts. GerTerally, can investment
can be made' in terms of a..;4u.iS'ition costs to reduce subsequen- t
ownership Costs: For example, acquisition- costs increase as a
.p.inction'bf systei-n reliability improvements while support costs
decrease. The goal of life cycle costing is-to find the system which
m eets operational requirements at Minimuth LCCY To accom-plish
this` objective, LCC considerations must be intro ced y9rly enough
to-ipact the design of hardware, software, an their support

.systems to avoid unnecessary cost.

The fubdarnental Objective of the overall s dy is to provide a
means for incorporating LCC considerations, during all stages of the
system acquisition process,into the following tradeoff areas: system
design, system operation and maintenance, and planning for manpower
utilization and training.-The reliability and mat-itainability (R&M)
modelrdescribed in this report repres-ntS the first of three models
that comprise a LCC impact modeling, system- In- concerted

.operation, all three will be under the control of an "executive
program" whidh will ir4- tegrate tAeir capabilities and manipulate
associated data banks. Singly, each will be capable of performing
Separate anTalyses in a "stand-alone" mode. The ObjectiVes of this
report are ,t8 describe the work conducted to develop the R&M model
and .to describe the model's potential uses in the stand-alone mode.
Operation under executive prog-ram control will be described a
forthcoming technical report covering the operation and capabilities-of
the complete set of LCC analysis products of the DAIS LCC study.

- -The .R&M model-described in this report was designed with two
primary objectives in mind. Firsti the computerized modeling system
and associated data banks resulting from the overall study must be
capable of generating LCC estimates for certain DAISLrelated avionics
configurations. Since system support costs: comprise asi icant
portion ofLCC, estimates of failure rates, maintenance Manpower
requirements in terms o,f,numbers- and skill leVels, support equipment
(SE) and spares are requireki. Alternative. means for generating these
estimates were considered. The.rno(st promising was the AFHRL
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Maintenance.Manpoweri^Modeling System (MIV\MS) Which is ayery
effective simulation model for providirrg detailed estimates of expected'
manpower and parts requirements and utilization rates. Its main
drawback is that it requires significant computation time,~ detailed
design input dat , and the running of several lengthy computer
prograMs.

4

Since numerous trade-off studies are conducted during the
acquisition of, new avionics systems, many iterations of the entire
simulation model would be needed. Consequently, a primary requiretr-
ment placed on the design of the R&M model was rapi-cQinputaticina
ability utilizing the kind of data that are available during the early
phases of system acquisition. This objective was accomplished by
designing an average value model that determines maintenance
resources- required per 1000 flight hours. TheR&IVI model, unlike a
simulation model, does not account for peak loads, saturations,
queues, or other nonlinear constraints titt exist in the actual
maintenance- environment. For this,,reas, the operation of the model
is termed .as being unconstrained: Details -of the design are given.in-
tht following sections. It should be noted, however, that provision is
made to incorporate th&MMMS simulation during the final trade-Off
process when more precise estimates are required and more detailed
design data are available. To this end, the input and output data
associated with &M model are IVIMMS-com a

The second major con i eration in establishing requirements
for. the R&M mo41 was the aged to influence early design decisions, .----,
based upon -Support cdst considerations. Designers need information .
concerning.support cost implications early enough so that trade-off
studies will -re ct cost considerations as well as oeerational require-
ments. Since life cycle support costs are almost linear functions of,,,
reliability and maintainability parameters, potentially beneficial, .
options ca 9 often be identified directly in terms of these parameters.

. When used in the stand-alOne mode, the R&M model pro-Vides a means
for analyzihrg,the R&M imp:ct of various avionics design configurations
on system support require ents. In general, this is a complex task.
A representative avionics s 'te consists of more than 30 subystems
and has in,excess of 100 linereplaceable units (LRUs)-. Comparisons

... . .----between competing inventorie-d-equipm-ents;-modified versions of...
equipmentS, a equipments .in various stages of development are
required. The,.RI&M model employs a figure of merit (FOM) concept to.
aggregate the etailed data and then to: -(1) make comparisons of-
resources r aired on a total system, subsystem, or LRU baSis; and
(2.) ,identify high drivers".or problem areas in terms of resource
requirements. ( .

7 1 2
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Typical-examples of FOX'S utilizd.in'the.R: ...4-fiodel are,-... .

. 7. ,inaintenance-manhours. ".1:.x. .1060 flight -hours -_(m'easg-0s, Ma ineenance
... resource requirements) -and.-service"-availahilit 'XriieaSU.sres the-i6padt.,.

of,niaintenanCe on readineSs).- Using -FOMs- of.. this type, '
,. . .the R&M- model as-sist the user in makingconipari-sons between-

.,competing design Configurations... Sin&e high drivers identified.
, , . . .

. '. .within..a given configiration, the information is -usefu in influencing'..
. 4

the designer's selection process. In some cages it could be employed
- as a',guide in.mOdifying designs to . reduce future "resourcereciuire-
r Meiits.

'
e

In addition, the. R &M model- can be Used to conduct sensitivity
and trade -off analyses. -When high driver items in -terms of resource
requirements are identified, combinations of R&M-parameters can be
chinged to determine the sensitivities. of the FOMs to those changes.
Alternatives for achieving a reduction -in support resources require-
ments can then be identified: An example of such a trade-off might be
the cost to achieve an increased subsystem reliabiliy versus that to
obtain a reduced flight line troubleshoOting time. The user can deter-
mine. the various combinations of reliability, improV-ement and reduced
flight line troubleshooting time to achieve d specified reduction in

'support resource requirements fo, that subsystem. These,-valp.es
would later be fed into the. training and cost model portion of the
overall system to assist in evaluating alternatives on a total cost of
:ownership basis. Thus, the model provides not only the capability to
identify potential problem. areas in Weapon.system.design, but also to
investigate means for.corrective action.

In the remaining sections of this report the R&M model will be
discuSsed first in general and then specific terms. An example is also

.provided and discuSsed in detail to illustrate the model's potential use

a
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GENERAL TECriNICA,L!.APPROAC.I-1.-
-

.

. The _driving resquirernentaplaced upon.the R&M model develop:.
ment were in ter.M.S.of deireA outputs and:compUtational.speed. Since
thCmode1 is to bd used in the various' trade-offs associated with
avionics acquisition, rapid computational capability was rnandatorx.
.11jode/ outputs Can be described in terms of two categories: (1) esti-
mated of the R&M parameters reqUi.ted to determine suppdrt costs and
(2)- iriformation useful to the system designer in identifying areas of
high support resource consumptibn. In general terms, the first :

r

J

category consists of failure rates for the individual subsystems and-
LRUs, maintenance, manp-ower requirements n terms of numbers and
skill levels, support equipment utilization, and spares requirements.;--
The secoild -category_ consists of a. set of FOMs that can focus a
designer's attention on support _requirement implications of a design
whisch have a potehtial to precipitate' future problems.

The technical approach to these objectives consisted of the
following steps or considerations.

1. Define -a generic model for avionics suites and an
equipment hierarchy.

2. Model the operations and maintenance process.
3. Introduce necessary simplifying approximations.
4. Assess data availability during the conceptUal phase of

avionics acquisition.
5. Assure MMMS compatibility.
6. Develop algorithms for determining the support

resources _required.
7: Define the figureskif merit (FOMs).
8. Provide fdr sedsitivity analyseS. )..dow

These considerations are pi:esertted in general terms in' this section
and discusted in detail in the following "section.

A generic model for avionics suites was constructed based
upon the functional requirements for a representative close air
support (CAS) mission.: It was determined that the following functional

-- grou0 of equipment were -required: navigation, communications,
countermeathures, airto-ground attack, control and display, and
flight control: The process of its constructed is fully described in
AFIIRL-TR-16-59, Mid-1980s Digital Avionips Information System

established to 'describe a genericaVionics suite. The levelsin the
._

9



.
tiera-rchy-consist of syttem, functional-group, `operational function, --
subsysteni, anti- LRU. Following-this, CC'oding systeni- was ,assigned ,.4so that eaci-eh lement-in the generic avidhics suite CoUld.lera-pi-aly
identified and irideXe'd...loigure 1 illustr'ates the feeliniqui 1w sflowirig

4 a portion of the equipment hierarchy'. yor exasiiple, the .highest' .

indenture denoting system level (avionics) is Coded in the first space
of the cede designation (A).- The functional group- (e.g.., 'coinnytinica-

e., tions) is coded in the second space ('AC). The operational funetipn
( - g. , HF, radio) is cod id inthe third space .(A.-C1 , and so on. Thus

.

the equipment hierarchy of any avionics suite, orb system, can be
described on a common basis Which allows it-td be modeled.

The next step was to model the operational and maintenance
(O&M) process. The approach taken in the developthent of theme

,previously described MMMS was to simulate the detailed O &M process
as shown in Fifgure 2. Due to .the requirement for' computational speed,
the R&M Model was developed based upon a simplified representation-
of that process as shown in Figure 3. It should be noted that the
operations scenario-and the maintenance environment are modeled
separately. Basically; the operational scenario is modeled as creating
a demand upon the maintenance system as a function of the number of
sorties flown (or of -flying hours) and the failure rates of the individual
equipments in the .avionics suite. The R&M model computes the--tlemand
placed on the maintenance system on. an LRU-basis and then - aggregates
to determine the total dem. . Therefore, thesR&M model treats the
operatibnal scenario iriterms of the mean flying hours between main-.
tenance actions of individual RUs. This mean, value of dem'and on
the maintenance system is sufficient for assessing supporsou'rces
during the conceptual phase of the acquisition process and
probability, the best figure which ckn be generated±onthe basis df
data- available during that time perio

-
Given that a.,.demand is pla e'd upon the maintenance system,

the maintenance' pr6cess trust restore the equipment to.operational
readiness. 'This is accomplished by minor on-aircraft repair or by
replacement with an operationally-ready LRU. However, since total
support resources mus be estimated, the R&M model must alsb- .

provide estimates of the,resources-required for the repair of the
LR,Us in, the shop. -c . a

4
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The DAsic- apprpa,chfwas,,to determine allipossibie-maintenance
outcomee or event th0.1,p result -Troth a specific equipment' \'
failtlee, each maintenance event places a dernandoh the maintenance
system;' The avest:ge resour,c,p_depanided by eacl't mainteriance.e` nt

ipare det rmed on an,LRU-basis. Finally, 'the- probability each
maintenance event occurring (per:so4tie or per 1000 flying

hours) s introduced. 'Total support re ources per LRU are deter,
mined y multiplying appropriate,probablitiesvby the supOrt
res Ces,associated ea-eh mainteria ce event. Requi ed support
resources. are then computed b:y13,"6, subsystein,,functibnal group,\

d tota) system by stimming,-acreiss, the appropriate levels in the-
equipment hierarchy. Specific'algorithms for making.- -the computations
are given in the- next section. 4

, 4

Next, it was recognized that the-detailed R&M informatiOn
could be combkned and expressed in' terms that coUld.be useful to
system designers duringThe early phases of system acquisition.- The
fundamental concept was-to define a measure crf, support resource
!requirement, evalute this measure for each element of the.total
system, and then rank each element-in the system` in terms of the
measure. The ranking ould identify the relative. impact of 'each
element in the' sy,stem- on bsequent support requrirements. This
information would be useful to focus the designer!s attention on
potential problem areas so that corrective action could be taken to
avoid future costs.

.
The measures selected are called figures of merit (FOMs).

Specifically; they, are (if)Nmea.n time to repair (MTTR) per 1000' flight.
hours, (2) maintenance manhours (MMH) per 1000 flight hours; and

-1(3) flight .line s6rvice availalility*. The' first two FOMs can be
utilized to measure the impact on maintenance resource requirements
while the third:measures the maintenance impact'on operational readi-
ness.

.1*Flight line service availability is defined as the product of the
inherent subsystem,availabilities (Ai) withiri the system. The values
for the-inherent subsystem availabilitie =sue calculated using the
equatidn: _, -' ,

A

,

MYHBMAi .:
i
, MFHBMAi + IVITTRFi A

where: . vi7
ZNIFH,BMA is the mean flight hours 8etween ma -tenance actions,

____,./ MTTRF is the mean time to complete each i intenance action
on the flightline ..

4 :, r is the jth subsystem. . If,.., .

.
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An example .oi the use of the co coe.puted inlhe-R&M
4nrodel is given in Table' 1.. Three different' conceptual.design la

.

configurations for avionics!suites,c4Pable of meeting CAS mission:
, requkrementS are- evaluated: The curreatnon-DAIS:configuration is
iepresentative '4f the'present'daY CAS avionics

-.

suite. The current,
IS suite i,s representative. of the 13AIS concept of avionics. intgra

ion applied in avionics of,the presefhttirne'frame: The mid-1980s
DAIS configuration' is representative of-a.DALS conceptapplication ;: , .

,,..

.' ,achievable in the 1985 time fframe. ,

. - ..\6. ,,,,,.

..ne

91.

/
4

the.basis.of IVIiV1H-pei". 1000. flying hours; it -is seen that
the raid-1980s, configuration. offers the potential of a 47 percent
reduttion when compared with the present. day npii,-DAIS configura-
atidn:ot On the 'base flight line service availability,.,itis seen that ,

b. potential 83 percen, improvement is possible when' a comparison
is made between the e same two representative configurations.;
Specific areas whe e inaproicements occur, or deficiencies exist, can
be investigated by exercising the R&M model to generate a matrix of
FOMs. The concept is illustrated in Figure 4. Basically, the R&M

. output can be viewed as haVing quantified the particular FOM for each
equipment in thethierirchy by maintenance eyents., Totals are also
provided by LRU and subsystem. Therpfore, specific rankings can be.' -.

obtained at the desired level of detail.

The purpose of this section was to discuss the general c,
technical approach to the deirelopment of the R&M model. An indication
of the potential use of the model was also given. Each step. in the'
technical approach is discussed in further detail in the next section.

*Three conceptual design configurations of a generic avionics suite
Were generated within 'the DAIS LCC Study;,A Current Non-bAIS,
a.Current DAIS and a Mid-1980s DAIS suite. See Reference 2..

*The E& model input. data used for examples in this report are
analyzed in detail in two previous reports; See Reference L Old 3.
These reports defLe and examine repkeseptative conceptual design
-configurations for DAIS and non-DAIS aviocs suites'.

a
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ILLUSTRATION OF STODARDiZEtrDATA MATRIX USED NV R&M, MODEL
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1. This is a general format applicable:to all input,

processing, and output parameters of ithe R&M model.

2. All entries are defined by the specific matrix applicaticm:

See Figure 7 on page. 27 for an example application,
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1 ill; DETAILED TECHNICAL APPROACIi

The design and-development of the R&M model was discussed
in,fteneral terms in,the precedingsection., The purpose of this section.
A. to. (.1) diScuss the analyses that led to the,model specification and
(i) describe -the model in terms Of functional capabilities andinplit and

t !.. .
Coutput characteristics..

.ANALYSIS ;

'The-primary analysis effort was directed ,toward modeling the
maintenance syStem in terms of resources required to restore a
system to operational readiness. Anevent tree was established to
define the possible maintenance events that could result when a
particular subsystem or LRU has indicated .a malfunttion and requires
a maintenance action. As we have defined it, then, a maintenance
action is a series of maintenance events that occur when a_system
malfunctions. An example of the basic maintenance event tree is
given in Figure 5. It should be'noted that this maintenance event tree
is directly compatible with the maintenance task network associated
with the. MMMS.. However, different terminology has been,
adoptedto avoid any confusion with the Extended -11 format of the
MMMS input data. Th'e maintenance' ent treeltakes on an entirely
different role in the R&M model.

The maintenance process has been modeled in terms of "on-
equipment" and "off-equi" pment,," events. On-equipment pertains to
organizational level. maintenance on the entire subsystem while, off-
equipment refers to intermediate level maintenance on particular .

LRUs. The maintenance process is initiated by a discrepancy 'report
or indication, on the pa'rt of the aircrew or maintenance,p'ersonnel that
a malfunction exists. Whether this proves to bean actual failui-e or:is
a human (or equipment) error which will later result' in a4"cannot
duplicialte" (CND) is important. However, since both result in a demand
for maintenance resources; the, subsystem' failure frequency (main-
tenahce action.rate) is based on all discrepancy reports which trigger
sUbsequent maintenance events On the flight line. The posslbe flight
line maintenance events are:

a) Set up flightline SE
b) Troubleshooting
c) Troubleshooting cannot duplicate discrepancy
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d) Remove and replace
6) Minor. repair -

f)-_ Verify replacement correcting discrepancy
g) Vetifytninor repair correcting discrepancy.

The model treats the above as generic maintenance events
consisting of Oneotrnore,maintenance functions (i.e., adjust, .align,
calibrate, troubleshoot, inspect, operate, remove/install; repair, -
service, etc:). However; th'e support 'resources associated with each
maintenance function a aggregated at the event level. Although not
fine-grained, results are efficient for the purpose of-assessing
support requirements in the early sp.ges of the systems acquisition
process and approach the practical limits of analysis using the less-
than-detailed data that are available during that time. period.

The initial maintenance eyent is to set up the necessary test
equipment and power sources at the flight line and exercise the sub s

system' that has a dicrepancy. If,fn fact;a failute has occurred, a
troul9leshooting event will take place in order to -locate the caiase,of.lhe
malfunction. In some instances, the- apparent failure cannot be
ted and the maintenance activityWill terminate as a CND disposition:-

The flight line troubleshoOting event, carried to its conclusion',
(isolates the malfunction to a hardware entity (normally a line -replace-
able unit): Depending on the nature of the malfunction it may be
necessary. to remove the Malfunctioning LRIT(s): and send it toithe field
shop for repair. If this..is',done, the aircraft is put back intb- service
by.replacing the unit(s) removed with a. functioning LRI.1(sYfrom spares.
stock. Alternatively,- it may be possible to effect the needed :repair on
the, aircraft. In either case, a verification'eent is 'required to provide
assUra-nde-that the procedure used has, -in fact, corrected the problem.

Two sets of parallel events have -been noted above for the "On-
eqUipment" maintenance. The checkout -of. the subsyeteni may, in the
first, case, result in a" troubleshooting event in order td locate s

function detected by the test equipment and flight line technician. On the
other hand, if no malfunction is -detected, .a CND is recorded as the
outcome. SiMilarly, the repair of the malfunction maybe accomplished
through a flight line remove and replace (and subsequent shop activity -
on'the removed LRU.$) or by an on- aircraft repair event. In each case,
the parallel events are mutually exclusive. In terms. of the,utilizatitin
of maintenance resources, it is necessary- that the probabilities of
these parallel events be deter-Mined. Furthermore, since the events' are
mutually exclusives the-surrr-of-the-ptcrbablities' of each- pair of
parallel events will equal unity.

20
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The-right-side:of -Figure 6 show-s=th-e--eVent floWfbr-woff-:eq-uip-
ment" or shop:Maintenance-. While "on- equipment" maintenance is
concerned basically With the subsystem repair, shop maintenance
deals with individual LRUs removed froth the aircraft. Determining
the resources-demanded at.,_this maintenance level also requires a
measure of failure frequency.- This is indicated by the LRU fault
probability given in maintenance actions per flighthour. The number
(in) of parallel branches in this part of the maintenance event tree is
equal to the number of different LRUs, within the parent subsystem,
that generate a significant number of maintenance actions. Each
branch.indicates the entry of that LRU into the shop maintenance
activity in term's of its failure rate per flight hour. The possible
Maintenance events that can be conducted will then be:

o.

a) LRU bench check and repair
b) LRU bench check OK (shop CND) .

c) LRU not repairable this statiori'.(NRTS).

It may be noted that shop. events, as defined, are somewhat
broader in scope in terms of possible maintenance functions than'
flight line events. The LRU bench check and repair,encompasses
troublesho6ting activity.whigh detects a malfunction in. that LRU and
subsequent part replacement, Calibration, adjustment, or whatever
additional functions are necessary to bring the LRU.to.full operating
status'. The shop CND result which sometimes occurs is due to the
fact that fault.location at the flight -line is imperfect and leads to the
wrong LRU being sent _to the shop. Sometimes the flight line pro-
cedUres can only isolate the malfunction to a group of LRUs so that all
have to be senfon to'the shop. Such a circumstance would result in the
reporting of a bench check and repair on the LRU that had actually
failed, with CNDs for the remaining units of the gfoup.

The NRTS disposition is used to describe. the maintenance event
which results in shipping a unit to another maintenance echelon Where/
greater capability exists for certain types of testing and/or repairs.
Usually this i s a depot where more sophisticated test equipment and
higher skill levels have been pooled. The units shipped may be either
LRUs or shop replaceable units (SRUs). If the shop has no capability
to maintain* a specific LRU, it will -be NRTS'd to depot. In other
instances, repairs can be effected by removing and replacing mal-
functioning SRUs which, in-turn, cannot be serviced at that location.
The SRUs will then be NRTSid to the appropriate' depot:'

2?



The 'maintenance event tree, as described above, serves to
identify the possible maintenance outcomes associated with a sub-
system or Lift' discrepancy or failure. Total demand on the main-,
-tenance system can be Computed, on the average for the unconstrained
condition, by multiplying the support resources required per. event by
the- average frequency of event occurrence and then summing across
all maintenance events associated with the equipment hierarchy.
Support resources required per event must be provided as inputs to
the R&M model. They are defined in terms of crew size, skill
categories, skill levels,. support equipinent,- and average time
required to complete the-tasks associated with the event. Event

'frequency is defined simply as the per flighthour probability of that
event occurring.

I
Condeptually, the R&M model can be defined in terms of

(1) the maintenance event tree with appropriate probabilities and
support resources quantified, and-(2) the algorithms required to make
the specific,computations. A conceptual representation of the R&M
model is given in Figure 6. The top half of the figure shows the basic
maintenance event tree. The middle portion provides the parametric
definition of the support _resourc \s required per, event, 'and the
bottom portion provides the algorithms utilized for aggregating the
computed, values for these events. Table 2 gives the specific definition
for each of the parameters. The- algorithms utilized to provide the
specific computations are:given in Appendix C.

It should be noted' that a separate representation ..(F igure 6) is
required for each subsyitein in the .generic avionics suite multiplied
by the number of LRUs per subsystem for some of the events.
Therefore, the design orthe R&M model required structure additional
to that .obtainable from the basic maintenance event tree to make it
computationally efficient. It is this structured representation, the
principal result of the R &M model development effort, that is the
subject of th. following subsection.

PUNCTIO`NAL DESCRIPTION

The R&M model can be described functionally in terms of
input, output, and process. The basic input data consists of the R&M
parameters listed in Table 2 quantified for each element in the

'-quipment hierarchy (e. g. , Figure 1). These parameters-were
evaluated for three representative CAS avionics- configurations as
desorlbed in references 1 and 3.
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Table 2 TERMS USED IN R&M MODEL

Symbol Description

pC { Probability that a given rnarfunction will:result in a CND at
the flightline.

PKi

PM,PVmi

PNi

The probability that 'the malfunction isolated to the ith LRU
will result in a shop CND outcome.
Probability that a given troubleshoot operation will result
in an on-aircraft repair and the repair is verified for the subsystem.
The probability that alb malfunction isolated to the ith LRU
will result in a NRTS outcome. k

Probability that a given troubleshoot operation will result in
a removal of an LRU' and the repair verified.

PT Probability that a given malfunction will result in a trouble-
shoot operation.

PWi The probability that the malfunction isolated to the ith LRU
will result in a:shop repair outcome

Psi Probability that the ith LRU of the subsystem will' require
shop maintenance.

F Subsystem failure cycle in mean flight hours between main-
tenance_ actions (MFH-BMA) .

' 1,-:
Number of human resources (maintenance technician*
required to set up support equipment/.
Number of human resources required to determine that a
CND condition exists.

HK1

HM

Numbet of human;resources required to _determine that a
shop CND conditiOn exists with respect to the ith LRU of a
giVen subsystem.
Number-of human resources required to repair the sub-
system on the aircraft.
Number of hiunan resources required to determine that a
NRTS action exists,with respect to the ith LRU of a given
subsystem. .

Number of human resources reqUivedto rernoveand re
place LRUs,,from the aircraft on the flightline.

24
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Table 2 (continued),

Symbol . Description -

HT Number of-human resources required for subsystem
troubleshooting
Number of huMan resources required-to verify subs,ysteni
operation following an on-equipment repair
Number of human resources required to verify subsystem
operation following a remove and replace operation'
Number of humap resources required to-perform bench .

check and repair of the ith LRU of a-given subsystem
TA . Average .time required to set up support equipment
TC Average time required to determine that a CND condition

exists 1

TKi Average time required to determine that a Shop CND con-
dition exists with respect to the ith LRU

Hwi

TNi

Average time required to repair the subsystem on th
- aircraft

Average time .required to determine that a not repairable
this station (NRTS) or a condemnation condition exists
with respect Co' the ith LRU
NVerage time required to remove and replace one or more:
of-,the LR:Usth7=the:subsysiem..froin the aircraft

$

Average time required to troubleshoot tsthe subsystem
'A.verage-Aime required to v,eirily subsystem operatiOn
following an on-equipment repair
Average time required to verify, subsystem-operalion
',following a removal and replacement

W Average time required to repair the ith.1-RU in the shOP
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The fundamental computations made by the R&M model fall
into two categories. First, -F0Ms are computed-to identify high
drivers of support resource 'requirements. The seond, set of
compUtations consists of intermediate produCts that'lead to resource
requirements assessed in terms of number and skill level of main-
tenance personnel required, required repair times, and support
equipment requirements., These parameterS- can then be evaluated by
LRU, sub-system, and/or total system. The intermediate products
and FOMs are ,summarized in Table 3.

The concept of a fib is utilized throughout this discUision to
describe diffelient groupings of data. The terms. input and output are
standard, whilt- intermediate implies results Of computations within
the model that can be output' if an appropriate option. is Speci-fied.by
.the user. The matrix shown in Figure 7 illustrates the baSic structure
of the 'model and the interrelationships among the equipment, the
maintenance events, and the results or outcomes resulting from a
particular maintenance action. The elements listed illustrate the
probability matrix of each maintenance event occurring given that that
event will culminate in the outcome shown in parentheses. Similar.
matrices are used for the Maintenance event times, human resource
utilization,, and SE used.

In the left-hand coluemn, the equipment is described by the. -"

specific code assigned in the hierarchy (see Figure 1 for an example).
. Maintedance 'events are those possible consequendes' of equipment
failure,,, as described previously, and are summarized below with the
code assigned to them in the R&M model.

Code Maintenance Event
AGE VI- = set up support equipment on the flight line
TS F/L = troubleshooting on the flight line
R&R => remove and replace a line replaceable unit-
VR&R = verification that R&R action corrected the'discrepancy
CND.A/C = trbubleshooting on the aircraft, cannot duplicate the

discrepancy ., .- I
M A / C =,-minor Maintenance on aircraft ../

. . .

VM A/C -= verification that the maintenance performed corrected
the ,discrepancy 7 - I

SHOP ,= bench check, test, and repair of units. removed to the
shop.



Table 3

k. INTERMEDIATE PRODUCTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT FILES

MatrixFormatted Files:

Option No. File Content

1. Mean time to repair (MTTR) by task event per subsystem and

its associated LRUs

2. MTTR by task event per subsystem and LRU as % of total

MTTR for that subsystem

'Maintenance man hours '(MMH) by task event_per subsyStem
'a

and its associated LRUs

MMH by task event, per subsystem and LRU as of total

MMH for that subsystem

MMH per 1000 flight hours by task event per subsystem and

its associated LRUs

MTTR per 1000 flight hours by task event pe; subsystem and

its associated LRUs (defined as maintenance index)

J.

Subsystem inhe-fent tlightline aVailability values for each

subsystem..ranked by order _of magnitude .
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The rows give the possiLe outcomes of each subsystem's
maintenance action (MA), including whether it culminated in an on-
equipment repair or required rem al to the shop for test and repair.
Vor flil--?"case-of-the-remo-vals,th I.RU that required removal and
replacementds identified along ho its eventual shop disposition.
The off-equipment outcome probabilities for LRUs are:

Pw = bench test and repair -

PK = bench test and find serviceable (no repair required)
PN = not repairable this station (NRTS), which is a return

to depot for repair.

- The on-equipment outcome probabilities for the subsystem are:
PM = minor maintenan-ce on aircraft
PCND = cannot duplicate the discrepancy.

The model computes the average resources required per maintenance
event for each possible outcome by subsystem: and LRU. This infor--
mation can be output directly in addition to being 'utilized in sub-
sequent computations.

Resources consumed on the flight line are normally computed
on a subsystem basis. Therefore, the apPortionment of the resources
on an LRU-basis requires the assumption 'that flight line maintenance_
events culminating in a removal are distributed in the same ratio as-
the Shop outcome probabilities. The apportionment of the resources
required for-each event was accomplished by first assigning the out-
come probability (W, K, and N by LRU; CND and M. for the sub-
system) to each appropriate element of the R&M model matrix. This
probability value matrix: was then overlaid with the respective input
matrix of the average resources required to accomplish each of these
_events. The R&M model is programmed-to commute the resources
consumed peremaintenance event by combining the.respective terms
from each matrix.

Although the details associated with the specific computations
are complex, the computational problem is conceptually straight-
forward. The summary flow chart shown in Figure-8 outlines the R&M
model's process. Each piece of equipment is related in the base file
to its specific maintenance events in terms of average resources and
time required per event along with its probability of occurrence. The
model reads the base file data and constructs FOM and intermediate



Figure 8
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product matrix entries for, each subsystem and its LRUs, as well as
a list of subsystem availabilities. Next, it computes the MMH/1000
FH' required by subsystem and LRU for each selected manpower
specialty code (MPSC). MPSCs are used iii the base file to denote
skill Type and level of each technician required per maintenance
event. A count.of these MPSCs are used in the algorithm that compute
maintenance manhour output matrices. The model also prints, in .

accordance with several output product options, the matrix informa-
tion summed across selected groups of subsystems. This completes
the functional description of the R&M model. Tile specific algorithms
utilized in the model are, -summarized in Appendix C. An example.
illustrating the model's potential use is given. in the following section..

k,
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IV. EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS

The basic features and functional characteristics of the R&M
model have been described in the preceding_sections. -Specific
computations for a complete avionics suite are quite complex bec.1-aue
a typical suite is comprised of more than 30 subsystems and in
excess of 100 LRUs. However, the fundamental computational process
can be illustrated by examining a specific LRU. The following is an
example of the calculations performed by the R&M model for
LRU AC321, a UHF receiver-transmitter. ,.

cthis example in proper perspective it is hel ul to
re-examine the equipment Ii-ierarchy given in Figure It k noted
that LRU AC321 is associated with the subsystem A6-320, UHF radio
set. Furthermoii-ev this receiver-transmitter (AC321) is part of the -

UHF (AC3) operational function and is a member of the communiCa
tions (AC) functional group. Hopefully, it is clear that the portion of
the input data set given in Tables 4 and 5 fO LRU A,C321 and sub-
system- AC320 represents only a small portion of the total input data
set for the entire avionics suite. Nevertheless,, these tables contain
the data describing the salient information reciticred for all subsequent
calculations associated with this example. Other LRUs and 1.11?systems
will have similar input data sets.

The sequence of computations performed by the R&M model
was giveh. in the execution flow chart of Figure 8. The basic input

---'d-afa are read and, after a format check, the-MTTR:and MMH matrices
are constructed-for each -subsystem and LM,T. ForveXample, the. R&M

'model computes the bench check and repair 1VITTR for each LRU by
multiplying task event time by probability of 'occia rence . g.,, using
data from Table 4, 5.0 x .6790 = 3.3.950 as Shown in_the circle`'
in. Figure 9. Similarly, the remainder of the output values in Figure 9
are calculated for the other shop and flight line.maintenance events.

The output given in Figure 9 is the MTTR matrix for the LRUs
that comprise subsystem AC320. The parameters.indicated across. the
top are the flight line and shop maintenance events. A brief discussion
of the specific entries will help to describe.the process. The MTTR
entry for. the AGE F/L task, column 1, for LRU AC321 is calculated
using flight line input data from Table 5 for the task time needed to
set up support equipment. This value multiplied by the pi?obabiLity of
occurrenceClf a bench check and repair action outcome fc;r LRU
AC321 from Table 5 yieldg- .

.2 x .6790 = .13580,

.3 2 .
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Table 4 INPUT DATA FOR L,RU AC321 RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER

Shop Maintenance Event

Task

Event,

Tithe. Occurrence Number of
(hrs) Probability 'Technicians.

BenCli- Check and Repair= (W)

..
Bench. Check and d CND liC).

Bench Check and NRTS (N) -

5.0

1.4

1.3

.6790
*is

.0295

.0295

2

Table 5 INPUT DATA FOR SUBSYSTEM AC320 UHF RADIO SET

-

Flight Line Mainter6nce Event

Task

Event

Time
(hrs)

7 IP

.. 7 J

Set Up . Support Equipment (AGE) .2

Troubleshooting (TS) . .2

Cannot Duplicate (CND) .8
;

Remove and Rplace (R &R) .1.4

On Aircraft (A/C) Maintenance (M) 1.1

R&R Verification (VR&R)

On A/C Maintenance Verification 61M)

OcCurrence

Piobability

1.0000

.8700

.1300

Number of
Technicians

2

I

2

.7569 4

.113c
R.

.7569

.1731

.1

1':



MTTR;. .BY TASK PER 1.RU

SUBSYSTEM IC320 (63A00) UHF RADIO SET"

.AGE ,F11. TS F/1.' R+R VR +R CND A/C A/C VM A/C. SHOP TOT/OUT

MFHBMA=. 62.9

LRU - AC321 (63AA0) RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER

0.13580 0.13580 0:15060 0.33950

K.. 0.00590 0:00590 0.04130 0:01475

N 0.00590 0.00590 0.04130. 0.01475

,SU8 0:14760 0:14760 1.03320 0.36900

LRU- AC322 (.63AE0) DIPLEXER

w 0.00158 0.00158 0.01106 0.00395

0. 0. 0.

'N 0.00018 0.00018 0.00126 0..00045

SUB 0.00176 0.00176'0,01232 0.00440

LRU- AC323

(UHF)
High Shop MTTR

W = Bench Check

& Repairs

(63A1.0 STANDING WAVE RATIO 'INDICATOR

W 0.00104 0.00104 0.00728.0.00260
K 0. 0.. 0.
N 0.00104 0.00104 0.00728 0.00260

SUB 0.00208 00208 0.01456 0.00520,

'CND 0.02600
M 0.02.262 0.02262.0

,.0.10400

4.95670
0.10915

0,03835,0.10620

3.47465 5,17205

0.00632 0.02449
0. 0.
0.00090 0.00297

......

0.00722.0.02746

0.03068 0.04264
0 .0.
0 00364 0.01560

0.03432 0.05824, .

0.13000

0.12441 0.05-655 0.22620

rOT/TSK _ 0.70006 0.17406 1,06008 0.37860 0.10400 0.12441 0:05655 3.51619 5.61395,

Figure S. SAMPLE OF MTTR VALUES MATRIX

4'
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All other LRU outcomes are calculated in the same manner. LRU sub-
.
totals are provided as shown in Figure 9.

Task event series which culminate in actions eXclusive to the
subsystems are the cannot duplicate (CND) and subsystem repair (M)
:task outcomes (two -bottoni rows of Figure 9). To arrive at the sub- .

system 'results sholrn in .Figure 9, the probakil.i.ty of occurrence of the
two task events:(Ti.ble.5) are multiplied .by ti-Orespctive task event
times which le4d to these two outcomes. In the case of the cannot11

duplicate outcomes, only the set up support, equipment and .cannot
duplicate tall events occur. The MTTR values shown for these two
task events are thus obtained from the calculations.

-AGE 'F /L = .1300 x ..2 = .026
CND A/C = .1300 x .8 = .104

.SimilaiTy, the MTTR of the four tasks which occur as' a. resuit
of a `subsystem. repair on-aircraft (A/C) maintenance outcome, are
calculated as the product of the probability of occurrence of that.
Maintenance event (.1131).times each of the four task event times
Which occur in conjunction with the subsystem repair; thus

AGE F/L =..'1131 x .2 = .02262
TS F/L ..= .1131 x .2 = .02262
M A/C = .1131 x 1:1 = .12441
VM A/C = .1131 x .5 .05655.:

Totals are provided for outcomes and tasks by the slim of rows an
coluMns, respectively, as.shown in Figure

A useful measure of tArelative time spent on the various
maintenance tasks 'is determined by computing the MTTR .foieach task
as a percenta.ge of the total ,MTTR, associated with a, given.LRU. The
total MTTR. of the subsystem first /computed and sto-red in the sub-
system MTTR matrix. 'Then MTTR as a percentage of total is
computed. For example, the output shown in Figure 10 is the MTTR
as a percentage of total for LRU AC321. It is obtained by dividing
every entry in Figure 9 by the. total MTTR of the subsystem (5.-61395)
and multiplying by 100; thus

3.39500 x 100 = 60.474% 41,2,
. 5.61395



sMTTR AS; OF: TOTAL

SUBSYSTEM- AC320 (63A00) UHF 'RADIO SET

:ATGE F/L is F/L . RR VR+R CND A/C M- A/C r VM A/C. SHOP TOT/OUT

LRU- AC321 (63AA0) RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER (UHF)

V.. .2.419 2 419 16.933 6.047

K: 0.105 0.105 0.736 0,263

N. 0.105 0.105 0.736 263

MF1.113MA= 62.S

RxTx Bench Chec

& Repair MTTR

60% of the sub-

systerri total.

.SUB 2.629. .2.629. 1.8..404- 6.5

LRU-4C322, .(63AE0) . -DIPLEX.ER

.0;0,28. .0.028 0.197 0;070

, O.' O. 'O.. '.0,

0.003 0.0'0 0.022 0,008'

88.293

1.944

83 .1..892.

61.89,3 92.129

SUB 0.031 0.031 0.219. 0.078.

0.11'3 0.436%.

0. O.

0.016 .0.053

LRU- AC323 (63ALO) STANDING. W,AVERATIO INDICATO1

0.b19 0.019 0 130. 0..046

O. ; O. O. 0..

0:1I)19 0.019 ()130 0.046

SijB 0.037 s 0.037 0,25.9 0.693s.

CND C1,463

0.403

TO.TiTSK 3.564 3.100 18..883 '6 744 '1.853 a 2.216 . 1407 62.633 100.000

Figure 10 SAMPLE MATRIX OF TASKINITTR AS.% OF TOTAL' SUBSYSTEM MTTR



Thee corresponding.circled entry in Figure 10 shows. that the bench
check anti- repair task for LRU AC321 consumes over60 percent of the
MTVt for subsystem AC320, and thus serves to focus attention to the
bench check and repair task as a potential high consumer of Mal,:
tenance resources:

Next, the .MMH matriX is computed by multiplying the task
.NITTR by the number of technicians required for the task. For the
bench check and repair task event for_LRU AC321, two technicians
are .requited as shown in Table 5. The MMH is, therefore

-2 x 3.3950 = 6.790

This value is circledin Figure 11. The remainder of the MM} matrix
for each LRU in the subsystem AC320 is also shown here.

-Total MMH per subsystem is computed by- summing across the
individual L'aUs that make up the particular subsystem. In this case,
both flightline'and shop MMHs are summed for LRUsAC321, AC322,
and AC323 to give 9.43742 as shown at the bottom right-hand column
of Figure-sp..

To"$-MMH fove.,ych task arid subsystem is computed in the
, .

.. g) . . . ...
same fishion,::. The matrix totalS can be output for Selected subsystems:totals:. -

Figure `12: shows: an example output for the.Several subsystems in-.the .-I.,

coMmuhicatio s and naVigation groups. In this-example, the UHF,radio'.
set (AC320 counts for 9.437 MMH and represents tli largest value.

.

for those,Sub stems shciwn in Figure.1.2.
x.

While the outpyt matrix in Figure 12 allows one 4) readily key
in on trrze high drivets in terms of MMH, it is usefulsto compare the*.
requirements-of all .the individual LRUs. A simple yet valid measure
for making these comparisQns is MMH per LRU per event as a per-
centage of total MMH required for the.-subsystem. In this example the

[ bench check and repair task requires the largest percentage as shown
in Figure 13. Specifically,

6.79000
x 100 = .7.11 .CJ°IZIJ

Ago/

This is .circled-irythe output repot t shown in Figure 1



JIAN 0 TASK PER LRU

PHI'S-TEM'. AC320 (63A00)' UHF RADIO SET

AGE F/L TS F/L R+R VR +'R CND A/C M A/C .

.10MNOWIIIMMIP
- 7 ---

AC321 (63AA0) RECELVER/TRANSMITTiR (UHF)

W 0.27160 0.13580 0.95060 0.33950

K 041180 0.005.90 0:04130 0.01475

N 0.01180,0..00590 0,04130 0.01475

SUB 0:29520 0.14760 1.03320 0.36900

LRU- AC322.. (63AE0) DIPLE1ER

0.00316 0.00158 0.01106.0.00395

.0. ." 0 0,

N1 0.00036 0.00018.0.00126 0.00045
------ ......

.

MFHBMA: 62.9

M A/C "SHOP' TOT/00
a

48750

0.11505

4:03835 0.1:1210

6..86965.8.71465

SUB' 0,00352 0.00176 0.01232 0.00440

LRU-. AC323 A,63AL0) STANDING WAVE. RATIO INDICATOR

0.00632 0.02607

.0. 0.

0.00090 0.00315
.......

'04;00722 0.02922:

0,.00208 0.00104 0.00728.0.00260
0. 0. O. 0.
0,00208 0.00104 0,00728 0.00260

SIB 0.00416 0.00208 0.01456 0.00520

CND 0.05200

0.04524 0.02262.

0.20800
0.24'8)82 0.05655

0.03068 0.04368

0. 0.

0.00364 0:01'664

0.03432 0.06032,

0.26000

'0..37323

TOT/TSK 0.40012 0.17406 1.0600'8 0.37860 0.20800 0.24882 0,0565,5 6.0.119 9.43742

Figure 11 SAMPLE OF MMH VALOES, MATRIX
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!OM FOL ALL SUBSYSTEMS

. SUBSYS
IIIM1111 WS Mb

AGE F/L

0.400
0.400

A 0.400
AN110 0.400
AN120 0.400
AN130 0o;400

OID .01 fa.

TOTAL

TS F /L R+R

0.440 0.792
0.174 1.060
0.930 0.279
0.860 0.942
0.480 0.826
0.184 0.662

. 3.068 4.561

VR14 CND A/C 'M A/C

0.106 0.240 015
0.379 , 0.208 0.249
0.279 0.140 0.781

'0.565 0.448 0.650
0.413. ,0.144 0.215
0.530 .0.432 0.515

2.272 1 612 3.325

UHF Radio

VM A/C SHOP. TOT/OUT

0.070
0.057
0;651
0.209
0.027.
0.103

m ft 4

1.494
6.911
1.063 4

0.502. 4.576
J6.90 7.405
1.2 4.121

1.117 1,6 66 34.520

'High .MMH Consurried

per Maintenance Action

Figure 12 SAMPLE MATRIXOF MMH TOTALS BY TASK FOR SELECTED SUBSYSTEMS



'KM AS z OF TOTAL

'SUBSYSTEM -AC320 (63A00)4. UHF RADIO SET

AGE -f /L' .TS F/L R+R VR+R ,CND A/C A. A/C A/C

LRU- AC321

wit

r 4

(63AA0) RECEIVER /TRANSMITTER (UHF)

W 2.878 1.439 10.073 3.597
K 0.125 0.063 0.438 0.156'
N 0.125 0.063 0.438 0.156

SUB 3.128 1.564 10.948 3.910

LRU-' AC322 (63AE0) DIPLEXER

W .0.033 0.017 0.117 0.042
K 0. 0. 0. 0.
N.. 0.004 0.002 0,013 0.005

SUB 0 037 . .0.019 0.131 0.047,

LRU- 'A'C323

0.022 0.011 0.077 0.028.
K O. O. O. O.

N' 0.622 0.011 0.077' 0.025,

(63'ALO)

Bench check &

repair MMH is 71.948 89.935
72% of sub- 1.219
system total. 0.406 1.188

MFHBMA= 62.9

SHOP TOT/OUT, k

STANDING WAVE RATIO INDICATOR.

SUB 0.044' 0.022 0.1,54 0;055

CND 0.551
0,47-9 0.240

.72.792' 92.341

0.067 0.276
0. - 0.
0.010 0.033

0.077 0.310

325 '0.463
O. O.

0.039 Q.176

.0.564 0.639

2.637 0.599

TOI/TSK 4.240 1.844 11.233 4.012 2.204 2.637 40.5,99

Figure 13 SAMPLE MATRIX OF TASK MMH AS % OF TOTAL SUBSYSTEM MMH



:Up-4o this point, maintenance resources have been compa'red on
the basis of resources required per event'. Next, the frequency of event
-occurrence is considered by introducing the-.failure frequency in terms
of mean flight hours between maintenance actions (MFHBMA). The MMH
per 1000,flying 'hours can then be computed and subsystems and LRUs
Can be compared on the basis oftheir combined reliability and main-
tainability .characteristics. Since the MFHBMA for subsystem AC320
was 62.9, the MMH per1,.000flight hours for LRU AC321 becomes

6.790
107. 94962.9

1000

This is shown in the output report in Figure 14. ,Calculations for all
output formats for the remaining shop tasks, bench check, 'and cannot
duplicate (K), and' bench check and not repairable this, station.(N) are
arrived at similarly. It is noted that the value associated with the
shop effort for LRU AC321 is by far the highest driver.

The following summarizes how the sample calculations
displayed inTlgures 9 through 14 ca?-1 be utilized to conduct a typical
R&M study. Figure 12 shows the MMH consumed per maintenance
action by maintenance task 'event for six subsystems chosen from a
particular avionics design configuration. The specific equipment'can
be identified by referral to Appendix A. through the ID code. ID code
AC320 is the UHF radi6 set.

This radio is the high driver of this sample set since it
consumes more than twice the MMH of the other,two UHF subsystems
,(AC310 and 4C330) in Figure 12. Figures 9 and 10 provide, respect-
ively, ethe. MTTR by task per LRU and the MTTR as percent of total
for this UHF -radio set.

These figures make possible an analysis of what the individual
LRUs 'contribute to the maintenance requirethent generation. In
parti.cular, Figure 9,shows that LRU ID code AC321, the receiver-
-transmitter unit, consumes over five hours of the MTTR of that sub-
system for each maintenance action.: The shop bench check and repair
uses 3.4 of those hours. Figure 10, which presentS time-to-repair in
percentages, shows ,that the receiver-transmitter consumeS.
approximately 92 percent of the MTTR for the subsysteM and its shop
bench check and 'repair time requires 60 percent of the subsystem
total.

s L/4



MMH PER 1000 FH HR

SUBSYSTEM- AC320

AGE i/L IS F/L R+R. Olit+R CND A/C M A/C VM A/C . SHOP TOT/OUT

.

(630_ UHF` RADIO -SET

ON- AC321 (63AA0) RECEIYER/TRANSMITTER (UHF)

i ..-

W 4018, 2.159 15.113 l, 5.397
K 0.188 0.094 0.657/ 0.234
N 0.188.. 0.0'94 0.657' 0.234

SUB 4.693 2.347 16.426 5.866

LRU--A,C322 (63AE0) DIPLEXER

W 0.050 0425 0.176 0.063
K O. O.' O. IL
N 0.006 0 003. 0.0*20' 0.007

AM

SUB 0.056 0.028 0.070

LRU- 1C323 (63AL0) STANDING WAVE RATIO INDICATOR

0.610,

.MFHBMA= 62.9

134.936
1.829
1.782

109.21,5 138.548

0.100 0.414-
0. . 0.
0.014 0.050

... .
0.115 0.465

W 0.033 0.017 0.116 0.041 0 .488 0.694
K O. . O. O. 0. 0 0.
N 0.033 0.017 0;116 0.041 0.058 0.265

SUB 0.066' 0.033 0,231 °0 083 0.546 .0 959r
'.CUZ 0.827'

M 0.719 '0.360

TOT/TSK . 6.36,1 .2 767 16 853 6;,019. 3.307 3.956 0.899 109:.876 150.038

3.307 4.134
3 956 0:899.

SAMPLE MATRIX.OF .MMH PER 1000 FLIGHT HOURS BY TASK EVENT
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An indicator of the rate at which resources are consumed-is
obtained by combining these IVIMR required pertma.intena.nce action
withthe rate at Which these Inscheduled maintenance actions occur.
Figure 14 displays this output as MMH Per 1000 flight hoiirs based on
an MFHBMA of 62.9 hours. Figure 13 -displays thee MMH per 1900'
flight hour valuesas percentage of total. The bench check and tepair
time of the receiver-transmitter unit consumes over 72 percent of the
total subsystem MMH..

.

Now it is possible to conduCt a sensitivity arialyts to. seek'.
o passible mean for improvement.: A sensitivity analysiebf the two .

.dominant 'parameters causing the high MMH per 1000 Might hour was
conducted (i.e., MFHBMA and shop MTTR of the receiver- transmitter.

.LRU). First; the MFHBMA of the subsystem was postulated to be
improved by 20 percent, i.e., from 62.9 to 75.5 .hours, and the effect
on the dependent variable MMH/1000 FH. was noted. The change
'resulted ina IVIMH/1000 -FH 'decrease from .149 to 124, an improvement
of 17 percent. Then,: the shop MTAR.value for the receiver-trans-.
mitter LRU was 'computed that would result in the same 17 percent
improvement in IVIMH/1000 FH.. In this .cdse.,,the shop MTTR would
have had to be reducedirdm a value of 3.47 to 2:89 hours,. a '17 per-.
.cent improvement.- Therefore,. it. requires a 17 percent imprOvement
in the shop MTTR of this .p.articulae LRU to attain the s.athe effect as
would ah overall 20 percent reliability improveMeht (decrease in .

MFHBMA). for the entire radio. -This. kind. of tradeoff visibility which
the exercise of the-R&M-model provides should be a valuable aid in
system design and planning activities.

For the purpose of illustration and to further define the
sensitivities, an additional 20 percent postulated reliability improve-
ment was input. The dependent variable valiie Was computed and the
subsequent MTTR improvement alternative was calculated, as
described previously. These values, along with those from the first
model run, are recorded in Table 6 and plotted comparatively in
'Figure 15. Results indicated that an additional 12 percent improve
anent in MMH/1000 FH could be achieved by effecting either a 12
percent improvement in MTTR or a 20.percent improvement in
MFHBMA:. 0-4



Sensitivity
Parameter
MFHBMA:

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS VALUES*

A.C3N, UHF, Radio Set

Dependent**

Variable
WITITIOTFH:

62. 9 149

75.5 (20% increase)' 124 (17%)

88.1 (40% increase) 106 (29%)

Sensitivity

Parameter
Shop Maintenance,MTTR:

LRU AC3'21

3.47

2.89 (17% decreasel

. 2.47 r,29% decrease)

*This.' table is to ,be used in conjunction with Figize 15 to
give.values for points on the ga.phs.

*The effect shown 'bathe dependent variable is obtained
from. varying either of the. sensitivity parameters 'as
indicated. (The percent clianges in relation to the

"original values are shown.in parenthesis. )



SENSITIVITY 'ANALYSES

AC320 UHF RADIO,

YJ

AC320 UHF' RADIO

. 4
SHOP MAINT.

TIME

MMH/1000FK-
..

7 . .11m,

i

A 12%

41=4,

1

SUBSYSTEM RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT

17%

REC.-TRANS. LRU 4ITTR AMPROVEMENT .



ne iruormazion regaramg.tnese.two aiterhvgives provides the
'basis for a tradeoff analysis. Its generation by the R&M model clearly
demonstrates the usefulness of its .appliCation in .either a °lye -tirtle,only
or iterative manner. In actual practice a cost benefit analysis would

°be "co./At:tete& The cost that results from the 17 percent reduction in .
MMH/ 1000 FH should be compared' with the investment costs required
to attain each of the two alternatives to provide a basis for design or
planning action.

The purpose of this section has been to.illustrate the specifiq
calculations performed by the R&M model when actual data for LRU.

. AC321-; receiver-transmitter, were utilized, Sample output.prOducts
have been used to explain how the model functions. "However,: the
inustratiorts used also indicate the poiential of the model as an
analysis t6o1. For example, the sample products illustrate-how high.-
'driver subsystems can be identified terms of service availability,
mean tune to repair,, and maintenance ma.nhours consumed. The
format of the model makes it possible to .aryze each` LRU by shop
outcome including the resources the LRU consumed as a part of the
subsystem. Also, the. LRUs causing high CND .and-tnaintenance on air-
craft rates for the flightline subsystem repairs can be evaluated. The
units thht are high cost &rivers or that may be causes of poor opera-
.tional availability can be thiis identified and studied: n.

The example -was then used to discuss use of the model to
'.-\Onduct a sensitivity analysis. This important application leads to the
prformarice of tradeoff anafyses and "what if" evalutions that Can be
aacomplished by examining parameters that would influence the desjgn...
These "what if" evaluations'include exercising the R&M model to
determine the impact of varying equipmeht characteristies or main-
tenance,conSiderations such as:

(1) a Reliability: probability of maintenance actions and the
rate of,lailures of subsystems and LRUs -

(2) Maintainability:, average time to,accomplish specific
tasks and the probability of specific maintenance actions
occurring

(3) Central integrated test system (CITS) and built-in-test-
equipment (BITE) effectiveness: time to troubleshoot
CND events .

.(4) Level of.repaii or maintenance concept: proportions of
flightline; shop, and depot maintenance events.

(5) Design: effect on any of the above parameters, due to any
new or modified design characteristic. 6- 3
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Appendix A

DATA. BANK' & SYMBOLS AND

EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION-NUMBERS

DATA BANK SAMPLE - MID -1980s DAIS AVIONICS

Major System. (Avionics)
P-Functional Group -- .

Operational Function
Subsystemb-

I-P.-Line Replaceable Unit
I ,

WUC NAME

FUNCTIONAL :37-'0UP (A) AIR. - GROUND- ATTACK

OPERATIONAL FUNCTION - (I) FIRE CONTROL
\AA.11.0 74G00 Forward Looking Infrared Detecting Set_. 'AA.111' 74GA0' -.) Infrared Receiver

AA112 74GB0 Power Supply .
.,

.AA.113 74GC0 Optical Sensor Stabilization Pgd
AA120 74H00. Laser Target Identification SetAA 121 .74HA0 Laser /Electro7Optics /Girn.bals - Pod

FUNCTIONAL GROUP r- .(C) COMMUNICATIONS,

OPERATIONAL FUNCTION (1) HF

AC110 61A00 HF Radio .-.AC111 6 IAA° Re Ce iver /Transmitter
AC 112, 6 lABO Amplifier Power Supply
AC113' , 61B40 Antenna-Coupler '5 . "i4c 114 61BCO Variable CapacitOr,..-

OPERATIONAL' FUNCTION - -(2) VHF

AC210'
AC211,
AC212

°.-

62A00 VHF -FM ComMunications Set
62AA0 Receiver /Transmitter
62AE0 . Antenna Coupler



ED WUC NAME

-OPERATIONAL FUNCTION (3) ,UHF

AC310 63510 Data Link
AC311 63511 Converter /Receiver
AC312 . 63515 Mount -& Antenna :

AC320 63A00 UHF Radio Set
AC321 63AA0 Receiver/Transmitter
AC322 63AE0 Diplexer
AC-323 63AL0 Standing WaVe Ratio Indicator

. AG330 63B00 Automatic DirectIonal Finding, Group
AC331 63BAO Relay 'Arnplifier
AC332 63BBO 4 Antenna V'AC333 :63BC0 Receiver *.
AC334 6333F0 Moignt ,

OP RAT1ON.FUNCTION - (4) INTERPHONE
,

-

A6410 64 A00 Intercom Set
AC411, 7 64AA0 , Intercom Set Control
AC412 64AC0 Station Intercom's
AC413- 64AG0 Audio-:RelayAssembly-

OPERATIONAL FUNCTION - (5) IFF

AC510 65A00 IFF Transponder Set
AC511 65AA0 Receiver/Transmitter

OPERATIONAL FUNCTION - (6) TSEC

/SC610(
AC611
AC612

6,9A00 SpeeCh Security System
69AA0 Coder /Decoder
69AC0 . Relay,



_

FUNCTIONAL 'GROUP -- (I) INSTRUMENTS

OPERATIONAL FUNCTION - (1) FLIGHT

AI-110
AIM
AI112
AI113
AI114

51A00
5 lAA0
51ABO'
5 lADO

-51AEO

Flight Instruments
Airplane System Instruments
Counting Accelerometer
Approach Attitude 'Indicating System
Pitot Static System

OPERATIONAL FUNCTION (2) NAVIGATION

AI120
AI121

51B00.
5 1BAO

Navigational Instruments
Remote Standby Attitude Indicating System

FUNCTIONAL GROUP - (M) MISCELLANEOUS
OPERATIONAL.FUNCTION (1) ELECTRONIC

COUNTERMEASURES

76E00 Radar Homing &Warning System/
76EA0 Signal Processor
76EB0 Receiver
76EC0 Am"pli\fier Detector

AM120
=_AM12 1

76L00 Infrared Tail Warning
76LAO Search 'Track Scanner.

OPERATIONAL FUNCTION

AM210 '77A00
AM211. 77AA0
AM212 77AB0
AM213 77AC0
AM2 14 77AE 0

(2) PHOTO-

Strike Camera System
Strike Camera
Mount
Camera Box
Camera Control; Electrical

FUNCTIONAL° 6ROTITP (N) NAVIGATION-

OPERATIONAL FUNCTION - (1) RADIO NAVIGATION

Heading Mode System
Rate .GYr6 T.;ansznitter

AN110!. 7-1466
71ADO.

A-3



WUC
, ,

AN120 y 71B00
AN121 71BAO
A1\1122 71BDO

AN130 71C00
AN131
-AN132 71CDO

NAME

Tacan Set
Receiver/Transmitter
Antenna .Switch

Instrument Landing System
. Radio IVIarkers'Beacon.and Glideslope Receiver
Antenna

OPERATIONAL FUNCTION (2) RADAR NAVIGATION

72A00 -Radar Altimeter Set
72AA0 Receiver/Transmitter
72AB0 Antenna Switching, Unit (InterferenceBlanker
72AC6 Antenna Receiver

ANZIO
AN211.
AN212"
AN213

AN210 -721300
AN)Z2 I 72 BAO
As .N222: L--72gDo

Radar Beaten Set;
Receiver / ansrriitter
Afitenna

OPERATIONAL FUNCTION (3) BOMBING

AN310 ri3A00
AN311 . 73AA0
AN312 73AB0
AN313 73AC0
AN3 la 73AJ0
AN315 73AK0

AN320 73C00
AN321 73CA0
AN32.2 73CH0

AN330 73F00
AN331 73FA0

NAVIGATION

1Forward Looking Radar
Antenna / Trtansmitter
Radar Receiver
Power Supply
Radar Set Mounts
Blower and Duct Assembly

Air Dia Computer Sytem
Air Data Computer
Total*Temperature Probe

-Inertial Measurement Set
Inertial Measurement Unit

Y.

FUNCTIONAL 'GROUP,- (-Z) CORE ELEMENTS-

OPERATIONAL FUNCTION Al) DISPLAYS

AZ110 .7WA00 DAIS Electronic Display Group
AZ 11'1 7WAA0 p/Itkitipurpos e Display aQPA = 2
'AZ112 7WACO j'Horizontar Situation Display -3
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AZ120
AZ121
AZ122

AZ130
AZ131
AZ132

WUC NAME

7WBOO Special Purpose Displays
7WBAO Heads -Up Display
7WBBO . Vertical Situation Display"

7WC00 Display Controls
7WCAO Modular Programmable Display Gen. QPA = 2
7WCCO Display Switch/Memory Unit

AZ140 7WDOO
AZ141 7WDA0
AZ142 7WDBO

I AZ143 7WDCO
0

Mass Memory Unit
Electronic Unit
Magnetic Tape Transport Unit
-Control Unit

OPERATIONAL FUNCTION (2) CONTROLS

AZ210
AZ211
AZ212

7XE00
7XEA0
7XECO

AZ220 _7XF0.0
AZ221 7XFAO
AZ222 7XFB0
AZ223 7XFC0
AZ22A 7XFDO
AZ225 - 7XFE6
AZ.226 7XFF0
AZ221 7XFG.0

Multifunctional Controls
Integrated Multifunctional Keyboard-.
Multiple Functional Control Panel QPA = 2

. ,

Dedicated Controls
Power /Startup Panel
Armament Panel
Communications Panel.
Alpha] Numeric Entry Keyboard (-DEK)
Mister Mode Panel
Sensor. Controller Panel (SMCP5,
Sensor Controller Unit (SCU)

_

OPEN.TIONAL FUNCTION (3) PROCESSOR

AZ310 7YA00 Processor
AZ311 7YAA0 Computer Processor
AZ312. 7YABO Ma,intenance/Control Panel

OPERATIONAL FUNCTION - 4:-4) MULTIPLEX UNITS

AZ410 7ZA00 Bus Control Interface Units.
-AZ411 7ZADO Bus Control Interface Units QPA =--

2

AZ420 7ZBOO Remote Terminal Units
AZ421 ?ZBAO. RemOte Terminal Units QPA. = 10

4:



Appendix I -

ACRONYMS

' AFSCi Air Force specialty code . 4BITE built-in-testv--- equipment
CAS close air? support
CITS central integrated test. system '
CND. cannot duplicate
DAIS digital avionics information system
FUM figure of merit
ID equipment identification number,
LCC. life cyCle cost
LCCIM life cycle cost impact model
LCOM logistics cOmposite model
LRU line rieplaceable unit ..
MA Maintenance action
MFHBMA mean flight hours between maiiitenance- actions
MMH maintenance manhours - -., .MMMS maintenance. manpower modeling system.

. MP.SC manpower specialty code"
,MTTR - mean time to !repair
NRTS not repairable this *statio
O&M Operation and maintenanc,
R&M , reliability and maintainability.
SE support equipment '-
SRO' shop repladeable unit
UHF -ultra high frequency
WUC' work unk- code

`.7
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Appendix C
BASIC ALGORITHMS FOR R&M MODEL

4

. Probability Algorithms*,
Maintenance Task Event Probability Matrix Inputs

where:

oAi(w) =y Prim? = PRi(w) = PvR(w)
_PAi(K) = PTi(K) = PRi(K) = Pvii'NK)

pAi(N) = Pri(N) = PRi(N) = PVRi(N)

PA(c) =

PA(M). = PT(M) =

Xi(

Pc(C)

PINT.

PK;

PNi

PCND

PM(M) =PVM(M) = .Pm

=A3robability of-maintenance event X occurring in the
ith LRU- given. that that action will 'culminate in the
outcome in parenthesis\(W;K,N, C, or M). No ith
subscript indicates that the event is'; applicable to
the subsystem (1. e., all the LRUs). Each probability
in a given row -is assigned the-value of the input
parameter (outcome event probability), for that row.
This apportions the probabilities by outcome for that
series of-maintenance- events.

MTTR by

O

tenance Event for each .Subsystem and LRU**
MTTR = Pi ti

where:
= probability of a maintenance event occur g whenever a

maintenance action (MA) has been initiated

*These probabilities are not programmed as direct outputs but forth:
the [P1 matrix for all required computations. Refer to Figure 7 for
the forMat Of*the array resulting from these probability equations.

***Figure 9 illudtrates'.the matriXformat obtained from this equation.
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Appendix C (continued)

t = average task time required to accomplish each maintenance
event in the array (e.g., tA-- .(W) = tA-- -(K) = tA- -(N) =
TAj(C) TAi(M))
ith row of the array (each LRU requires three
W, K, nor N outcomes)

j = jth column' of the array (maintenance events)

rows, i. e.

MTTR = mean time to repair
3. . MMH by Maintenance Event for each Subsystem and LRU

MMHio = MTTRi..j Nj
where. MME = niaintenance manhours

N = number of technicians assigned to each of the maintenance
events(jth,column) in the MTTR matrix

4. MMil per 1000 Plight Hours by Maintenance Event for each
Subsystem. and LRUs

MMH/100d.F.Hi.

where
MFHBMA = mean faight hours between maintenance actions for

the. .subsystem

. 1000
MFMEINLAC

5. MTTR per 1000 Flight Hours by 'Maintenance Event for each
Subsystem 4rid LRU

MTTR/1000PH/,) 1000
mFHBMA. MTTRi;i

SUMMATION ALGORITHMS FOR MTTR OR NIMH.MATRICES_
'6. MTTR. or MMH Total by Outcoine for each LRU, in -each.

Subsystem.

MTTR TOT/OUT ji -

f/Jetr

IVITTR1, ji=1
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where:

Appendix C (continued)

j identifies the maintenance task-6'Irents (columns of the matrix)
m = the various maintenance task event values (MTTR or MMH).in tieat rt
i = the outcomes (W,.K and N for each LRU, and. CND and M

for the su'asystem)
= indicates evaluated at the ith outcome

7. MTTR or MMH Subtotal -is. the Aggregate of the MainfenanCe.
-Task Event Values fOr each LRU (columnar sums of the W, .K,
N values for tha.tLR,U)
MTTR SUB = MTTRxj.(W) + MTTRxi(K) + WITTR ( )

where_:

-Xi is maintenance event X for the ith LRU.
'Letter in parenthesis is the shop outcome-'for that LRU.

8. MTTR MMH Totalper Maintenance Task *rent is the
.A-g&:egate of the Values. forthai Subsystem (slams of the
columns)

n
.WITTR TOT/TSK = E (MTTR SUB) +1VITTR(C) + MTTR(M)

i=1where:
n is the LRUs in that subsystem -

Letter in parenthesis is the subsystem outcome.

9. MTTR or MMH. Total per Subsystem is the Grand Total for all
of the. Maintenance Task Events (sum of the 'columnar.sums).
MTTR TOT = Z(MT-TR TOT/TSK) N4

L64
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Appendix C (continCied

10. MTTR as Percent of Total MTTR by Maintenance-Event for
each Subsystem and_LRU,

A-

where:

0 1VITTR1, j -100 pITTRi.3
MTTRTOT

mTTRTOT total IVITTR for all maintenance events fOr a
.subsystern,-

j
. M ap .:Percent' of Ibtal MMH by Maintenance Action for

each Subsystem and LRU.

where:

100.

MATIBTOT
Mi.

5

. .

MMITTOT"- tal. M1V1H. for all maintenance events for a
subsystem

1(2. Subsystem Inherent Flight Line Availability

MFHBMAA*- MFHBMA MTTRE

where : -
a

MTTRF is the MTTR foi- flight line, maintenance events only.'
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